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Spelling list: Home, bedroom

A list of words for English spelling and vocabulary help and learning. For 
further help, teaching and lessons about spelling please try our spelling 
course.

bed A  is a piece of furniture that provides a place to bed
sleep.

frame A  is the structure on which a mattress is placed frame
when building a bed.

bedside
A  table is a small table or cabinet by a bed on bedside
which a lamp and small items like spectacles or books 
might be kept.

cabinet A  is a piece of furniture resembling a cupboard cabinet
with doors and shelves and drawers.

bedspread A  is a decorative cover for a bed.bedspread

comforter A  is a type bedding of made of two layers of comforter
cloth filled with stuffing and stitched together.

double A  bed is large enough for two people to sleep in.double

dressing A  table is a low table with a mirror that's used dressing
for getting ready.

table A dressing  is a low  with a mirror that's used table table
for getting ready.

headboard A  is a vertical board or panel forming the headboard
head of a bedstead.

mattress A  is a large thick pad placed on a bedframe for mattress
sleeping on.

picture A  is a framed piece of art used as a decoration.picture

pillow A  is a cushion used to support the head of a pillow
sleeping person.
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pillowcase A  is a type of bed linen used to cover a pillow.pillowcase

sheet A  is a type of bed linen used to cover a mattress.sheet

spring A  is part of the stuffing inside a mattress and helps spring
give it it's structure.

wardrobe A  is a tall piece of furniture that provides wardrobe
storage space for clothes.

mirror A  is polished surface that forms images by mirror
reflecting light.
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